A new semantic classification approach for image and video annotation is proposed, which fits a semantic classification task into theory of a compressed sensing framework. The proposed approach first utilises training samples to create a dictionary matrix and then uses a matching pursuit algorithm to find the sparse vector. The final annotations are determined according to the reconstruction value from the positive samples and the sparse vector. A systematic performance study on TRECVID 2008 video dataset and Corel image dataset shows the proposed approach is more effective than the traditional support vector machine scheme.
Introduction: With the development of network technology, data compression technology and digital photography technology, the number of images and videos available on the Internet has exploded. It has created a compelling need for innovative tools to retrieve and manage these images and videos. One major challenge is to bridge the so-called 'semantic gap' between low-level features and high-level semantic concepts. Recent studies reveal that semantic annotation for image or video is a promising approach to bridging the gap. Existing automatic image and video annotation methods are mainly based on binary classification models, which try to automatically assign concepts onto image or video by learning the relationships between visual features and concepts. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has established 'high-level feature extraction' as a task in TREC video retrieval evaluation (TRECVID) since 2003 [1] . Most of the methods submitted are based on support vector machines (SVMs), which determine the correspondence between concepts and videos as follows. Videos are first segmented into shorter units, such as shots and sub-shots. Low-level features are then extracted from each unit to describe its content. Video annotation is then formalised to learn a set of predefined concepts for each unit based on these low-level features [2] . Currently, the classification accuracy of these methods still cannot meet the requirements of large-scale semantic annotation. Therefore, it is very important to explore new technology to solve the automatic semantic annotation problem. The theory of the compressed sensing (CS) framework has recently attracted research attention because of its superior performance in signal acquisition and representation. The application of CS on image classification has also been studied. In [3] , a face recognition algorithm is proposed based on CS and showed better performance compared to the traditional approach. However, this method is not suitable for large-scale semantic annotation. First, the method utilised training samples of all semantic concepts to create a unified dictionary matrix, which will result in substantial increase in computational complexity with the increase in the number of semantic concepts. Secondly, this method did not use any negative samples which is very important for semantic annotation. Based on the above considerations, we propose a new semantic classifier based on CS for image and video annotation, which generates an independent dictionary matrix for each semantic concept according to its training samples. In the training phase, all positive and negative samples are used to determine the classification threshold of this concept. Experimental results demonstrate the proposed approach is promising for semantic annotation tasks.
Compressed sensing: In this Section, we briefly introduce the theory of the CS framework used in the Letter. CS builds upon a core tenet of signal processing and information theory. It employs a nonadaptive linear projection that preserves the structure of the signal; the signal is then reconstructed from these projections using an optimisation programming process. For a 1D discrete signal x, its projection can be expressed as x ¼ Cs, where x and s are 1 × N and K × 1 column vector, and dictionary matrix
The signal x has a sparse representation if it is a linear combination of only M basis vectors. That is, only M coefficients of {s i } (i ¼ 1, 2, . . ., N) are nonzero and the rest are zero. In CS, signal x is compressed by a projection matrix F [ R M×N with (M , N), which yields the sensing vector y ¼ Fx ¼ FCs ¼ Qs. Since M , N, the task of recovering s from y is underdetermined. However, the additional assumption of the sparsity of s makes it possible and practical. The reconstruction problem can be written as:
After obtainingŝ, the reconstructed signal is calculated asx = Cŝ. Matching pursuit (MP) [4] is one of the most effective methods for finding sparse representationŝ to reconstruct original signal x.
CS-based semantic classifier (CSSC): Motivated by CS used to effectively implement face recognition [3] , we present a semantic classifier based on CS for image and video annotation, referred to as CSSC. In CSSC, for each concept, we use low-level features of its training images to create dictionary matrix C = {I P , I N } [ R n×k , where lowlevel features of each image is an n-dimensional vector and k is the total number of training images. I P and I N represent the positive samples and negative ones, respectively. Projection matrix F is chosen as a random matrix with i.i.d. Gaussian entries. Then Q can be calculated as Q ¼ FC. Given an input image or keyframe, the projected sample y ¼ Fx is calculated, and then MP is performed to find sparse vectorŝ. The input sample is final annotated to be 'positive' if the reconstruction error e = x − [I P , 0] ·ŝ is smaller than the predefined threshold T u . Otherwise, it is annotated to be 'negative'. The proposed approach is summarised in detail in algorithms 1 and 2. [1] . These training videos are segmented into 35 766 video shots (keyframes) and 20 concepts are labelled on each shot (keyframe). In the experiments, about 100 hours of videos are used as training data. Other videos are used as test data. In Corel dataset, we selected 10 concepts, including beach, building, bus, dinosaur, eagle, flowers and so on, as our images database. Each concept contains 100 images. In the experiments, 50 images of each concept are used as training data; the other images are used as test data. In this Letter, we used Color Histograms (72-dimensional vector) and Wavelet Texture (48-dimensional vector) as the low-level features of the keyframe or image. M of the projection matrix is set to 120, which is equal to the number of low-level feature's dimensions. The value of L is set to 10 in algorithm 1. In the following, we make a comparison between our approach and the SVM-based approach. To implement the SVM-based approach, we use LibSVM [5] , which is a simple and efficient software for SVM classification. In LibSVM, we set SVM type to 'C-svc', and the kernel to 'radial basis function'. The optimal parameters of LibSVM can be automatically estimated.
For performance evaluation of video annotation, we use inferred average precision (AP) [6] as the performance metric, which is the official performance metric in TRECVID. It reflects the performance on multiple average precision values along a precision-recall curve. We average the APs over all 20 concepts to create the mean average precision (MAP), which is the overall evaluation result. Fig. 1 illustrates the AP of the two approaches. We can see that the proposed approach (CSSC) outperforms the SVM-based approach for 11 of all 20 concepts. The MAPs of the two approaches are 0.03772 and 0.0359, respectively. The CSSC has an improvement of 5.04% over the SVM-based approach. For performance evaluation of the image annotation, we use precision as the performance metric. Table 1 shows the annotation results of the images by two approaches. From Table 1 , it can be seen that the precisions of the CSSC are higher than that of the SVM-based approach for all concepts. All these comparisons demonstrate the CS-based semantic classifier is another promising solution for image and video annotation tasks. Conclusions: In this Letter, an approach for image and video annotation based on the theory of CS framework is presented. The experiments conducted on the TRECVID dataset and the benchmark image dataset demonstrate that the proposed approach is effective and promising for the semantic image and video annotation tasks.
